
In this document you will find some sample session notes, a session note cheat sheet, an edited
session note!

RBT Resources: How to: Session Notes

Summary of Client's response: Cindy appropriately responded to the fading of prompts across
various programs during the session and independently engaged in tacts of objects, joint attention,
and Response to name in the home environment. When the instruction, “Time to go potty” was
issued Cindy engaged in a 3 min. Tantrum. Extinction procedures were implemented and Cindy
stood up after the 5th repeated instruction and transition to bathroom. Cindy independently
removed clothing and successfully used the toilet. Cindy responded to implementation of various
body part exemplars to include doll, poster, and self when targeting generalization of mastered
skills.



Summary of Client's progress: Cindy continues to make progress in tact objects program. He
required a prompt on the first trial but then responded correctly across all additional trials to equal
90% accuracy. Joint attention continues to increase in the natural environment and client
responded after fading gesture prompt with 70 accuracy. This is an increase from yesterday’s
performance of 50%. Cindy continues to require prompts for response to name however he has
shown an increase in responding as well as generalization across person. Today’s percent of 33% is
an increase from yesterday’s score of 25%. When the instruction, “Time to go potty” was issued
Cindy engaged in a 3 min. tantrum. This was the only tantrum during the session and is a reduction
in duration in comparison to the last session which equated to a tantrum duration of 18 minutes.
Cindy has mastered a total of 20 body part tacts. This is an increase from last weeks total of 15 and
today he correctly generalized across various stimuli. 

Provider Signature:

Supervisor Signature: Susan Jordan
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Session Note Cheat Sheet:
 
General Notes: 
Writing should offer the reading a summary of your session, write professionally as if you were
writing to your Dr. not texting your best friend. Be objective. Write in the third person. 

Information:
Use client's name in the session note. The length of the session note should match the length of
time of session. (i.e, a 2-hour session note should be notably different in terms of content than a 4-
hour session note). Collect CONTEMPORANEOUSLY (periodically throughout you should add
information about how your client is doing. Within the  last 5 minute you are copying and pasting
your note onto Central Reach.

SESSION NOTE:
Session information: Double check all information is correct
Provider Information: Double check your name and credential are present. IF NOT, ask Deborah
Enriquez to update this.

Client's Clinical status: 
(Engaged with staff, Socially Isolated,  Responsive to staff, Eloped from Staff on Arrival, Approached
staff on arrival,  Engaged in Maladaptive Behaviors, Smiled at staff,  Engage in Automatically
Reinforcing Behaviors, Easily transitioned to learning environment, Refused to transition to learning
environment)

How did the client respond to your arrival? How did the client present overall?
-Write 2-3 sentences about your client's response to arrival, or if response changed (i.e, eloped
initially but stayed with RBT throughout the session).

Summary of Techniques:
(DTT, Prompting-Errorless Learning, Extinction, Functional Communication Training, NET,
Prompting-No-No-Prompt  Reinforcement, PECS, Shaping, Systematic Fading of Prompts  Self-
Management, Token Economies, Chaining, Differential Reinforcement, Video Modeling, 
 Generalization, Task Analysis, Antecedent Interventions, Modeling, Maintenance)
Provide a short narrative to describe summary of techniques

-Write 2-3 sentences regarding the techniques implemented during the session. Write a few
snipets about these techniques on a separate session note to later copy and paste into Central
Reach
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Summary of client's response: 
Describe how the beneficiary responded within the current session given the implementation of
the treatment plan goals. Include strengths as well as an explanation of barriers to progress
-This is where the bulk of writing should be. Write as many sentences to describe the client's
response to the RBT implementation of techniques. Write a few snipets about these techniques on
a separate session note to later copy and paste into Central Reach

Summary of client's progress:
Discuss mastery of exemplars, programs, and overall progress within the current session or as
compared to the prior session.

-This is where the bulk of writing should be. Write as many sentences to describe the client's
progress between sessions. You may quantify (i.e, use numbers, percentages or opportunities) in
this section. This is more of a comparison section from previous sessions to today.

-Provider Signature: You sign here

-Supervisor Signature: Add your supervisor's name for the specific client, DO NOT sign for your
supervisor. 
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Be more specific i.e. Client said "Hi! Lets go play!" and immediately led RBT to the room.  Client
showed RBT her makeup set, and engaged in play with the marbles saying "Look what I have!" 
 She easily transitioned into the learning environment and was engaged as soon as the session
began.

Session Note Example Edit:

1. CLINICAL STATUS: Client did not exhibit any maladaptive behaviors upon arrival. Client
immediately asked for toys and led RBT to the room and showed her all her toys.   
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This is good! You can talk a little more about how you implemented pairing or differential
reinforcement etc.  

2. ABA TECHNIQUES: Session focused on pairing RBT with client. Differential reinforcement was
provided for full sentence mands. Prompted mands were not reinforced, item was granted once
client manded using targeted language. Token board and access to tangible were reinforcers. 

I would try to make this the longest part of your note, think about it like cause and effect.
"When RBT did this, Client did this" i.e. RBT provided verbal praise saying "Good job Client!" and
Client responded by screaming, smiling and jumping up and down. Client engaged in play with
RBT as evidenced by her singing along, telling RBT "it's your turn!" and asking to continue to
play social games.  
You should also discuss Client's response to programs during the session. i.e. Client responded
well to a full echoic prompt while targeting basic mands and the prompt was able to be faded
out across successive trials. She independently engaged in the mand "play the video" while
watching an incredibles clip on youtube. 

3. RESPONSE TO TREATMENT: Client responded with smiles when vocally praised. Client also
responds positively to music/singing by dancing and singing along, pairing with RBT.  

 I like that you specifically said 8 times in the last hour! For the second part, remember that the
"what is mom/dad/sibling doing?" is the SD for the program, not a prompt. A correct response
for this program is for the client to say the action when asked what the other person is doing.  
In this section you can also talk about any behaviors even if they did not occur i.e. "Client did
not engage in any protest or tantrum responses which is a decrease from the previous
session."

4. Client manded using full sentence verbal language 8 times in the last hour. She was able to
independently identify the RBT doing the motion of "twisting", 100% of the time when prompted
"what is she doing". 
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Summary of Client’s Response: Parent did not implement antecedent modifications for removal of
tangible item prior to the start of the session. RBT remind parent of the timer and verbal
reminder social narrative, which is hung by the front door, prior to session. A. chose preferred
stimulus when preference assessment was implemented in 10 out of 10 opportunities. Today,
A. independently engage in FCT without prompts for target “My way.” Mrs. A reports she has
seen A. generalize this across RBT’s. A. continued to appear eager to participate in DTT
learning in the bean bag as he independently transitioned when using his visual schedule. He did
not protest or engage in other maladaptive behavior. A. spontaneously manded for toilet by
bringing RBT the PECS icon from the door and placed it into her hand.
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Summary of Client’s Progress: A. has mastered a total of 10 compliance targets and systematic
prompts are being faded for current target: STOP. Today, A. independently responded correctly
to “STOP” without a prompt in 3 out of 10 trials. This is a progress from yesterday which was
100% prompted. RBT began to modify schedule of reinforcement based on previously
recommendation from BCBA for toilet training. Started using VR 2 schedule. A. had 0 toileting
accidents and 4 successes. Accidents continue to decrease across all sessions.
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